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Dear Mr. Brenner;

I am opposed to the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station.
Evidentiary hearings must be looking for evidence and so
I can only say that another Nuclear Power Station ,to me,
is _ evidence of further endangering of our own country,the
United States of America, and endangering the whole envir-
onment due to possible leaks of radioactive waste water.

Would you please be able to tell me:is the cooling water
in a Nuclear Power factory released into the Long Island
Sound by the Lilco Nuclear factory near Sea Cliff, Long
Island? Also , if the coolants aren't water are they a sub-
stance wnich is harmful to the earth 's atmosphere like the
Freon coolants?

I have given up buying frozen foods to help protect the
Earth 's atmosphere , in ny own small way. The coolants in
freezers evaporates and is causing the destruction of the
Ozone layer of the atmosphere. thereby making skin cancer ,

more likely due to more sun radiation penetrating the at- .

mosphere. There was something about that in the Global Report'

2000. For HEAVENS SAKE and for EARTHS SAKE stop radioactive
baild up and use of radioactive materials. If we stop
using Nuc1 ear Power the structures in all the world of any _

Nuclear development could be negotiated to be not used. =I hope you can help the world to stop the use of radio-
Eactive weaponry also. =

It seems as though radioactive power and weaponry are more
harmful to us in our own country. I pray to God that there E
will be Peace everywhere everyday forever. f

Environmentally yours , gSincerely, 5
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Jeanie P. Wing ) 5
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